
 

Most birds can't taste sugar – here's why the
hummingbird can

September 10 2014, by Hannah Rowland

Chickens are not fussy eaters. Any object resembling food is worth an
exploratory peck. But give a chicken the choice between sugary sweets
and seeds, and they will pick the grains every time. This is odd. Many
animals, including our own sugar-mad species, salivate for sugar because
it is the flavour of foods rich in energy. New research suggests that many
birds' lack of interest in sugar is down to genes inherited from their
dinosaur ancestors.

Most vertebrates experience sweet taste because they possess a family of
genes called T1Rs. The pairing of T1R1 and T1R3 detects amino acids
and gives rise to the savoury "umami" taste, and the T1R2-T1R3 pair
detects sugars and gives us our sweet tooth.

Maude Baldwin, a postgraduate student at Harvard University, searched
the genomes of ten species of birds from chickens to flycatchers. She
found that insectivorous and grain-eating birds possess the gene pair that
detects the amino acids present in insects and seeds, but none had the
T1R2 gene responsible for the ability to taste sugar. These modern birds 
evolved from carnivorous theropod dinosaurs whose diets were rich in
proteins and amino acids, but lacked sugar. So Baldwin reasoned that
without a need to detect sweetness, ancient birds lost their T1R2 gene.

Hummingbirds appear to have bucked the trend. Every day they
consume more than their own body weight in nectar. They can taste the
difference between water and a sugar solution within a quarter of a
second. And they also like the flavour of non-sugary artificial sweeteners
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like erythritol and sorbitol. How is this possible if they have no gene for
sweet taste?

To answer this question, Baldwin cloned taste receptors from the sugar-
insensitive chicken, from hummingbirds, and from the hummingbird's
closest relative, the insect-eating chimney swift. Her results have been
published in the journal Science. She discovered that while the t1r1 and
t1r3 receptors in swifts and chickens only respond to amino acids, the
same receptors in the hummingbird fire in response to sweet-tasting
sugars, sugar alcohols and the artificial sweetener sucralose, but not to 
amino acids.

Baldwin found that mutations in the hummingbirds' T1R1 and T1R3
genes have switched them from savoury to sugar detectors. These
mutations appear to be under positive selection, that is the proportion of
protein-altering mutations is greater than we would expect by chance.

Hummingbirds have co-opted genes that originally allowed dinosaurs to
savour the taste of flesh, and transformed them into the sugar detectors
most modern birds live without.

Charles Darwin, scribbling in the rough notebooks to which he would
later refer when writing the Origin of Species, pondered how animals in
new environments learn which foods are worth eating and which should
be avoided. He concluded that this problem drove the evolution of a
sense of taste: "Real taste [in] the mouth, according to my theory must
be acquired by certain foods being habitual – hence become hereditary."

Baldwin's results show that Darwin was spot-on. Perhaps ancestral
hummingbirds that lacked the sweet receptor frequented flowers to catch
insects. On occasion they accidentally consumed some nectar. Small
mutations in T1R1 and T1R3 would have allowed them to taste this
sugary liquid, giving them access to a vital source of energy. This could
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have given nectar-sipping individuals the evolutionary upper hand
compared to insect-eaters.

Future research may focus on other nectar-eating birds such as sunbirds
and lorikeets, and frugivores like tanagers, and whether they have
undergone the same mutations as hummingbirds, or if a different
mechanism explains their penchant for sugary foods.

This story is published courtesy of The Conversation (under Creative
Commons-Attribution/No derivatives).
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